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ABSTRACT

Cloud computing makes extensive use of virtual machines that permit for workloads, as well as resource usage, to be isolated from one another, and a hypervisor can be used by a virtual machine to construct cloud computing infrastructure. However, the hypervisor has high resource usage when constructing virtual machines, which results in a waste of allocated resources when not activated. Docker provides a more lightweight method to obtain agile computing resources based on a container technique that handles this problem. In this study, we have chosen this specific tool due to the increasing popularity of MapReduce and cloud container technologies such as Docker. This study aims to automatically configure Twister workloads for container-driven clouds. Basically, this is the first attempt towards automatic configuration of Twister jobs on a container-based cloud platform VM for many workloads.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing makes extensive use of virtual machines which permit workloads to be isolated from one another and for the resource usage. By using hypervisor the virtual machine based technique is mainly used for construction of cloud computing infrastructure. However it uses high resource when constructing virtual machines and results in wasting allocated resources when they are not activated. The cloud platform gives a way when startups select the platforms to deploy their development and operational environment [1], [2].

When prototyping a distributed application like MapReduce, a developer needs to ensure that the application execution corresponds to the specification while its performance is not impacted by the number of nodes or by some failure scenarios [1]-[3]. Indeed, MapReduce relies on successive computing-communication steps that, if not coordinated with care, lead to performance bottlenecks and a poor scalability. However, this technology is grounded on extremely complex platforms with which it is often difficult to understand, configure and optimize details.

DevOps is a modern software development methodology focused on bringing software developers and operations staff in close alignment; it describes the conceptual and operational merging of development and operation needs, teams and technologies. The DevOps approach seeks to meld application development and deployment into a more streamlined exercise. In DevOps, a developer continuously starts to develop, deploy and test a service in diverse test-beds. How to build cloud infrastructure to run an application is an important decision for efficiently running a cloud application. In a cloud platform isolation and resource control have traditionally been achieved through the use of virtual machines(VMs). VMs are used extensively in cloud computing. Since virtually all cloud workloads are currently running in VMs, VM performance is a crucial component of overall cloud performance. However, it is expensive for a hypervisor to run multiple OS on a single physical machine to satisfy the isolation between each application.

Docker is one of the most efficient ways to provide more lightweight for agile computing resource based on container technique to handle this problem. For this work we have chosen this specific tool due to the increasing popularity of MapReduce and cloud container technologies such as Docker. This study aims at automatically configuring Twister workloads for container-driven clouds. Basically this is the first attempt towards automatic configuration of Twister jobs on container-based cloud platform VM for many workloads.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related works including brief overview of MapReduce, Twister and the Docker. We report the results of our experimental study and the observations from the result of our experiments in Section 3. Conclusions are presented in Section 4.
2. RELATED WORKS

2.1 MapReduce

MapReduce is an emerging programming model for a data-intensive application proposed by Google, which has been widely used in industry and academia. It borrows ideas from functional programming, where a programmer defines map and reduce tasks to process a large set of distributed data. Traditional parallel applications are based on a runtime library that has some features of communication and synchronization [4]. MapReduce programs are designed to compute large volumes of data in a parallel fashion. It is a kind of data parallel languages aimed at loosely coupled computations that execute over given data sets [2]. This requires dividing the workload across a large number of machines. The degree of parallelism depends on the input data size [2]-[4].

In a MapReduce application supported by a MapReduce library, all map operations can be executed independently. Each reduce operation may depend on the outputs generated by any number of map operations. All reduce operations can also be executed independently. The following describes the MapReduce programming model:

- The computation takes a set of input (key, value) pairs, and produces a set of output (key’, value’) pairs. The computation is expressed as two functions: Map and Reduce.
- The Map takes an input pair and produces a set of intermediate (key, value) pairs. The MapReduce library groups together all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key key’ and passes them to the Reduce function.
- The Reduce accepts an intermediate key key’ and a set of values of that key. It merges together these values to form as small a set of values as possible.

In this programming model the computation takes a set of (key, value) pairs, and produces a set of output (key, value) pairs. It consists of two functions: map and reduce. These two functions have the following signatures:

Map :: (key1, value1)\rightarrow\text{list}((key2, value2))
Reduce :: (key2, \text{list}(value2))\rightarrow\text{list}((key3, value3))

Fig. 1 shows the flow of MapReduce processing, and the input data get partitioned in small blocks of a certain size for MapReduce task. Mapper for map task reads with the given input data and generates a pair of key-value that is the basic data structure for the application processing. Reducer for reduce task generates an output of all the values related to the equivalent intermediate key in a pair of key-value. During this process, the group by computation as to the intermediate value is collated and the key-value output from each Reducer is to be re-used in the distributed storage system. Mapper and Reducer process data in parallel. A MapReduce program is composed of a Map() procedure that performs filtering and sorting (such as sorting students by first name into queues, one queue for each name) and a Reduce() procedure that performs a summary operation (such as counting the number of students in each queue, yielding name frequencies).

2.2 Twister

There are some existing implementations of MapReduce like Hadoop[6] Twister is one of MapReduce implementations, which is an enhanced MapReduce runtime with an extended programming model that supports an iterative MapReduce computing efficiently [7]. In addition, it provides programming extensions to MapReduce with broadcast and scatter type for transferring data. These improvements allow Twister to support iterative MapReduce computations highly efficiently compared to other MapReduce runtimes. The demanding requirements have led to the development of a new programming model like Twister based MapReduce. It reads data from local disks of the worker nodes and handles the intermediate data in distributed memory of the worker nodes.
As shown in Fig. 2, all communication and data transfers are performed via a pub/sub broker network via NaradaBrokering that is an open-source, distributed messaging infrastructure [9].

The pub/sub paradigm applied to NaradaBrokering is a loose-coupled communication scheme for modeling the interaction between applications in distributed systems. Unlike the classic request-reply model, publish/subscribe provides time decoupling between message producers and consumers. A topic represents the event type that is used in a natural way to categorize the event. For example, once the event has occurred, the publisher as a producer can publish the event subscribing to a topic T can be viewed as becoming a member of a group T. Notification framework allows clients to register their interest in being notified of particular messages and supports an asynchronous, one way delivery of such notifications. Twister uses a pub/sub messaging infrastructure to handle four types of communication needs; (i) sending/receiving control events, (ii) sending data from the client side driver to the Twister daemons, (iii) transferring intermediate data between map and reduce tasks, and (iv) sending the outputs of the reduce tasks back to the client side driver to invoke the combine operation.

### 2.3 Docker

Virtualization provides a way to abstract the hardware and system resources from an operation system, which is used to reduce the actual number of physical servers and improve scalability and workloads in a cloud environment. A VM is a computing platform that creates a virtualized layer between the computing hardware and the application.

Docker is an open platform released by dotCloud as a container project for developers and system administrators to build, ship and run distributed applications. It automates the deployment of applications inside software containers by providing an additional layer of abstraction and automation of operating-system-level virtualization on Linux and enables applications to be quickly assembled from components and eliminated the friction. Especially virtualization technology is the key technology, though its deployment of cloud computing system can be implemented.

Docker is written in Go and the architecture of Docker is composed of a client and a server. Docker is composed of the daemon that sits on the server machine and accepts commands from the Docker client. The daemon communicates with the underlying OS through a libcontainer, which is a library that is able to run commands to manage the containers. The user communicates with the daemon through a Docker client, which can be a command line or a user interface. Finally, the registry is a service provided by the Docker platform on the cloud to host the libraries and the applications through an image. This image can be installed as a container through the Docker daemon and these packaged images can be created by any user and shared through the registry.

The Docker client is the user interface to Docker and user interact with the Docker daemon through the Docker client. Docker client can run on the same host with the Docker daemon or connect via sockets or a RESTful API. A Docker image is used to create Docker containers. It consists of a series of layers which Docker uses a union file system to combine these layers into a single and coherent image. The union file systems can build blocks for containers and the variants used for this task. As a result, Docker can be a lightweight container by adding or updating the specific layers rather than replacing the whole image. A Docker container is created from an image and includes an operating system, user-added files, and metadata. In addition, it is an isolated and secure application platform that can run an application.

### 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

#### 3.1 K-means clustering

K-means clustering is a method of cluster analysis, which aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. Given a data set, D, of n objects, and k, the number of clusters to form, a partitioning algorithm organizes the objects into k partitions (k <= n), where each partition represents a cluster. The error function used is the sum of the distance that each point is from its cluster’s centroid. In the k-means MapReduce application we built, it is used to determine the number of iterations in the data set.

Fig. 3 shows how the centroid of each of the k clusters becomes the new mean. Given a set of observations \((X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n)\), where each observation is a d-dimensional real vector, k-means clustering aims to partition the n observations into k \((k \leq n)\) sets \(S = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_k\}\) so as to minimize the within-cluster sum of distance functions of each point in the cluster to the K center. Each of iteration generates a set of centroids that is updated. Equation 1 as an objective function is used to minimize the sum of the distance that each point is from its cluster’s centroid:

\[
\delta = \arg\min_S \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{x \in S_j} \| x - \mu_i \|^2 \tag{1}
\]

Where \(\mu_i\) is the mean of points in \(S_i\).

In the k-means MapReduce application we built, it is used to determine the number of iterations in the data set. We describe an overall framework of a MapReduce based k-means
with an initial starting configuration of this k-means clustering as input parameters. Fig. 4 shows the designed framework.

![Fig. 4. Designed framework of a MapReduce based k-means](image)

### 3.2 Experiment Environment

To evaluate in the designed framework, we conduct the Docker experiments running the k-means MapReduce application by using the following systems:
- Twister 0.8
- NaradaBrokering 4.2.2
- Linux 2.6.x

To build a testbed for Twister based MapReduce applications, we took the following steps:
1. Generate Twister image from a Dockerfile
2. Instantiate a VM by the Twister image
3. Configure a Twister middleware as well as pre-requisite tools

In the first step of building Twister MapReduce, download and install tools including a JDK, openSSL server and ant as well as Ubuntu operating system with Dockerfile. The following script shows about how to build the image.

```bash
FROM ubuntu:14.04
RUN apt-get update
RUN apt-get install software-properties-common -y
RUN add-apt-repository ppa:webupd8team/java -y
RUN apt-get update
RUN echo debconf shared/accepted-oracle-license-v1-1 select true | debconf-set-selections
RUN apt-get install oracle-java7-installer -y
RUN apt-get install openssh-server -y
RUN apt-get install ant -y
RUN apt-get -y install openssh-client
RUN ssh-keygen -q -t rsa -N '' -f /root/.ssh/id_rsa
RUN cat /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub >> /root/.ssh/authorized_keys
ADD twister-0.8.tar /root/twister-0.8.tar
ADD NaradaBrokering-4.2.2.tar /root/NB.tar
EXPOSE 22
ENTRYPOINT service ssh start
```

Fig. 5 shows the image named ubuntu:twister_0.8 with c9023ac1abc7 as identifier and 1.053 GB as size of image. Then we build an image named ubuntu:twister_0.8.

![Fig. 5. Docker images](image)

Fig. 6 shows the two Docker containers generated from the image ubuntu:twister. Each of these containers has a network interface with IP addresses 172.17.0.9 and 172.17.0.10 respectively.

![Fig. 6. Docker container built from the image](image)

Fig. 7 shows the BrokerNode of NaradaBrokering that is used for transmitting intermediate data of a Twister application and TwisterDaemon that plays a role as a daemon for running a Twister application. In order to operate the Twister application, TwisterDaemon is running on two Docker containers. On the other hand, BrokerNode is running on one Docker container of them.

![Fig. 7. Docker container that is running TwisterDaemon](image)

The following shows the result of k-means MapReduce application. To evaluate performance of a k-means MapReduce application, we define a configuration of this experiment. This configuration is used to cluster 3,000 data points with 3 mapper tasks and 1 reducer task. The elapsed time is 15.646 second with 87 iterations. In the perspective of elapsed time, there is no difference between physical machine and virtual machine.

![Fig. 8. Performance of k-means MapReduce](image)
4. CONCLUSION

Instead of relying on classical computing resources, we directed our attention to the use of virtual machines, where the characteristics of each physical node may be abstracted and controlled, thus simplifying the configuration process. This paper described the overall process of building the experimental environment for Twister applications. For this work we have chosen this specific tool due to the increasing popularity of MapReduce and cloud container technologies such as Docker. Basically this is the first attempt towards automatic configuration of Twister jobs on container-based cloud platform VM for many workloads. This paper aims at automatically configuring Twister workloads for container-driven clouds. In terms of elapsed time, there is no difference between physical machine and virtual machine.
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